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I also wanted to congratulate Rose Webb on the
release of her first newsletter, bravo on a
wonderful edition.

Hi Everyone
Hope this newsletter finds you all well and that
you were able to celebrate the Chinese New Year
with your family and friends.
I would firstly like to say a huge thank you to Maria
dos Santos-Lee for the amazing creation of our
new Casa Logo which includes her Mum’s Leal
Senado Crest and also our new website. Keeping a
part of our heritage with a modern look was very
important to us. We have had positive feedback
from many members. You will find an article Maria
has written up below.
We have been monitoring the situation with
COVID and as restrictions are lifting in NSW, we are
attempting to arrange our first function being Dia
de Sao Joao. We have missed you all so much and
hope 2021 will be much brighter. Look forward to
a wonderful reunion with you all again. Interstate
Reps will be arranging events in each state,
depending on each state’s restrictions. The safety
of our members are number one priority.
With the recent floods, our prayers and thoughts
go out to all.
The Committee will be meeting after Easter, we
will keep you posted on upcoming event dates.
Even though we have been quiet on the social
front, the Committee have still been working
behind the scenes. I wanted to thank our team for
your dedication during COVID.

On behalf of the Committee, I would like to wish
you and your family a Happy and Blessed Easter.
Stay safe and until we meet again.

.
Viva Macanese!
Best wishes
Antonieta Manolakis
President
Casa de Macau Inc

‘Miss Macao’ –
One of the world’s first hijackings
Stuart Braga

One of the world’s first hijackings of a commercial flight
occurred on 16 July 1948 with the attempted take-over
of a Cathay Pacific Catalina en route from Macau to Hong
Kong. The attempted hijack went badly and the aircraft,
named ‘Miss Macao’, crashed into the Pearl River estuary
with only one survivor, Wong Yu, who was one of the
hijackers.
What gave the hijackers their opportunity was that
Portugal was not a signatory to the Bretton Woods
agreement. This was an international monetary
arrangement, agreed upon by all 44 Allied nations in
1944 at the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, USA. It
created the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank and set up a system of fixed exchange rates with
the US dollar as the international reserve currency. It also
placed an embargo on the movement of gold and silver
bullion.

Portugal, a neutral country in World War II and thus not a
signatory to the agreement, was not subject to the
embargo. The absence of these controls in the
Portuguese territory of Macau meant that it quickly
became an important gold trading centre. It was the
premier unregulated melting pot of East Asia in the
wheeling and dealing in the precious metal. Air transport,
high above any eager criminals, came to be seen as a
safer option than sea transport for moving gold.
This opportunity brought a new player into a risky game.
Soon after Hong Kong returned to civilian rule in May
1946, a new airline, Cathay Pacific Airway, was
established on 24 September 1946. It acquired seven exmilitary DC-3 aircraft, one of which, VR-DHA attempted
to inaugurate the airline’s shortest hop between Hong
Kong and Macau. However, in February 1947 it crashlanded on the racecourse, the only piece of open ground
available, in front of a packed grandstand of VIPs brought
together to celebrate the occasion, after clipping its
undercarriage on the sea wall. Not for many more years
would Macau possess a safe landing strip.

VR-DHA, Cathay Pacific’s DC-3, under repair at the Macau racecourse, 1947

The aircraft was out of commission for several months,
and the incident highlighted the unsuitability of the
landing ground. The day after the crash, Roy Farrell, one
of Cathay Pacific’s founders, dashed off to the Philippines
to buy two war surplus amphibious Catalinas from the
U.S. Government Liquidation Commission to fly on the
gold contract. Cathay Pacific set up a subsidiary, the
Macau Air Transport Company, to fly its Catalina aircraft
between Macau and Hong Kong. This service continued
until October 1961. The Catalina was the ideal aircraft for
operations between Macau and Hong Kong as both had
suitable harbours for flying boat operations and the
amphibious Catalinas could land at Kai Tak in Hong Kong.
One of the ‘Cats’ was numbered VR-HDT and was given
the name ‘Miss Macao’. It had logged less than 1,000
hours of operations in its military service and was in good
condition. It soon became famous for all the wrong
reasons. On 16 July 1948, four gangsters boarded ‘Miss
Macao’ for the flight to Hong Kong, which took off at
about 6.00 p.m. There was ample daylight left, as sunset
that day was at 7.10 p.m. The short flight was known
locally as the One Cigarette Hop, this being the time
taken to smoke a cigarette.

Catalina VR-HDT, possibly at Kai Tak Airfield, Hong Kong

The leader of the ‘air pirates’ as they became known,
Choi Tok, had been studying Cathay routine for months
and had learned to fly Catalinas in Manila. He was
accompanied by two clansmen from his village. These
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three carried pistols. The fourth member of the gang was
Wong Yu, a rice farmer, who had local knowledge of the
remote coastal location to which they planned to fly the
Catalina. Here it would be beached and plundered. The
gang expected that there would be gold bullion carried
on the flight.
The pilot in command was Captain Dale Cramer, a former
US Navy pilot who had served in Patrol Squadron 45
during the war and had left the Navy in 1947. His co-pilot
was Flying Officer Ken McDuff, a 23-year-old Australian.
There was one other crew member, Flight Hostess Delca
Da Costa, a 21-year-old Macanese. Seven or eight
minutes after take-off from Macau, F/O McDuff left the
cockpit to attend to retraction of the wing floats. This
was necessary to enable landing on the runway in Hong
Kong. The hijackers made their move and at pistol point
attempted to take control. A scuffle broke out and
McDuff attacked one of the hijackers with a mooring flag.
Choi ordered Cramer to relinquish the controls of the
aircraft. Their plan instantly failed when Cramer refused
to comply, and Choi shot him in the head.
As the pilot’s body slumped over the steering column,
the aircraft, out of control, spiralled into the Pearl River
estuary, about six miles north-east of Macau. The
remaining crew members, Ken McDuff and Delca da
Costa (who were engaged to be married) were killed and
23 of the 24 passengers on board also died. Wong Yu was
not armed and took no part in the hijack, remaining
belted in his seat. This is probably why he survived the
crash. A fisherman in his nearby junk who saw the crash
rescued Wong, the only survivor he could find. He took
Wong, suffering a broken leg, to hospital in Macau,
where he refused to cooperate with investigators.

‘Miss Macao’ –
One of the world’s first hijackings
A recording device was concealed near his hospital bed.
In addition, police officers disguised as patients were
placed in neighbouring beds, and from time to time
elderly 'relatives' came to sit by them and hold their
hands. In time Wong told all he knew, and from his
confession and from the Al Capone-style clothing of his
three confederates, the Macau police were able to round
up six or seven other Macau Chinese for questioning.'
They were taken into custody, but the authorities had
difficulty with the legal aspects of charging Wong Yu for
an act of piracy on a British registered aircraft in
international airspace. Legislation had yet to catch up
with the new phenomenon of hijacking. They suggested
that he be handed over to the Hong Kong government,
but the Hong Kong authorities doubted that there was
enough evidence to bring him to trial. After being held in
custody for three years Wong was released without
charge and returned to his mainland village. He was
never heard of again. One story has it that soon
afterwards he was struck and killed by flying debris
during a typhoon. He would not have been the first or
the last person in China to disappear in mysterious
circumstances.

Stuart Braga
Luís Augusto de Matos Paletti, the Macau Police
Commissioner, revealed that four millionaires went to
their deaths on ‘Miss Macao’. The wife of one told Paletti
that her husband was carrying HK$500,000 when he
boarded the plane. Was there any gold aboard ‘Miss
Macao’? The wreckage was soon recovered from the
shallow waters of the Pearl River, but published accounts
of the incident do not mention the recovery of any gold.
If there was any, that too mysteriously disappeared.
The end of ‘Miss Macao’ also marked the end of Cathay
Pacific’s gold-running flights. They were not illegal but
were certainly not ethical from the British perspective.
Cathay Pacific had already been in discussions with the
big British firm of Butterfield and Swire which acquired a
majority shareholding a few weeks earlier. Its chairman,
Charles Roberts, became chairman of Cathay Pacific and
decided that the Macau gold run did not sit well with the
firm’s reputation. “We do not feel disposed to have our
name associated with the trade”, wrote Roberts. “We
would not like any such smell attached to us”. He had
already during the war as an internee at Stanley Camp
become respected for his tactful dealing with many
difficulties.
That decision ended the likelihood of any more hijackings
of aircraft flying from Macau, but the world would
experience many horrors much worse than this one,
culminating 53 years later in the terrible events of 11
September 2001.
Stuart Braga

Behind the scenes
of the design of our new
Casa de Macau Australia
Logo
My name is Maria Dos Santos-Lee and I have been the
Casa’s website designer and administrator since 2007.
Late last year, in consultation with the Casa Committee, it
was decided that the website was ready for a fresh new
look – so I took the opportunity to freshen up the Casa
Australia logo as well, and more specifically, to try and
give it a more “Macanese” and unique flavour.
In the 1960s and 1970s, my mother, Teresa Dos Santos
was a draftsperson for the Macau Council, Leal Senado,
where she was known in the workplace for her artistic
ability. In the early 70s, before we left Macau for
Australia, she was asked to revamp the Leal Senado
Crest. Those were the days before computers and
printers, so growing up, I was always very proud of the
fact that the angels of the Leal Senado Crest, were handdrawn by my mother.

I also wanted to retain a sense of the original Casa de
Macau logo in the new design as well, namely the
continental contour of Australia. I have tried to combine
both these features in the new logo.
I hope you like it!

Maria Dos Santos-Lee

So, when it came time for me to try and revamp the Casa
Australia logo, I thought it would be perfect to include
my ‘mother’s angels’ as the centre-piece of the design.
The angels are so emblematic of Macau’s heritage, but
also have the Australian connection because they were
drawn by my mother who was a member of Casa de
Macau Australia since its inception.

Teresa Dos Santos , draughtsperson for the
Macau Council, Leal Senado, Macau
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Long-time Brisbane member of
CASA, Joe Soares, is celebrating his
60th birthday this March. To
celebrate the big day here is a bit of
his story. The colour photo was
taken in Macau during the 2013
Encontro he went to with his wife,
oldest sister, and cousins.
Joe was christened Jose because he
was born on St. Joseph’s day, 19th
March. His middle names are those
of his paternal grandfather,
Francisco Xavier. Joe’s of both
Portuguese and Chinese heritage,
with some Scottish blood from the
Hyndman clan who recently
registered their own tartan. Joe
likes to laugh at himself and, when
discussing his Scottish connection,
says to people … “never ask what a
Chinaman wears under his kilt”!
Born in Hong Kong where Joe spent
his first 8 years, he started at La
Salle College before coming to
Australia, finishing school at
Clairvaux College and going on to
tertiary studies at QIT. Joe’s
passion for architecture led him to a
career in design in varying areas
throughout the building industry.

In 2018 Joe received his Qld State
tracksuit when he was selected to
play at the Australian Open
Veteran’s
Championships in the Table Tennis
Australia O50s President’s Team.
This year he hopes to represent
Brisbane at the State Veterans
Titles, playing for the first time in
the very competitive Over 60s
event, vying for state selection
again.
Over the years, outside of work, Joe
has turned his hand to many sports
including equestrian, cricket,
fishing, tennis, rowing, and golf, but
his greatest satisfaction and success
has been as a musician. His family
are proud of his awesome and
innate musical ability. He plays
guitar (bass in preference) and
sings, with an incredible ear for a
harmony line. He has played all his
adult life, working with many and
varied line-ups in and around
Brisbane. Joe’s also invested in a
collection of guitars which are
among his most treasured
possessions. He’s called it ‘going
over to the dark side’ but Joe, after
marrying alto clarinettist Deborah,
went from playing professionally in
smaller groups, recording, and
session work to becoming a classical
musician with A grade concert band
Queensland Wind and Brass
[qwab.com.au]. Joe can be seen
playing with QWAB on their
youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel
/UCMQYe4OAApBF9o9E6gpuzyA
Joe loves going to Casa events as his
whole immediate family are keen
members, he is especially delighted
that his wonderful son, Christopher
and Chris’s partner, Julianna, have
also become members of Casa. His
wider family, and fur-child Gibson,
would like to send him much love
on his milestone 60th birthday, in
this year of the Metal Ox.

Welcome Addition to
the Assis Family

Name: Hazel Rose Earnshaw, born
on 13 August 2020
Great-great-grand-daughter to
Napoleao Da Guia De Assis & Ana
Da Rocha (Macau)
Jose da Costa (Portugal), & Agatha
Tse (Macau)
Great-grand daughter to Aureliano
De Assis & Teresa da Costa de Assis
(Macau)
Grand-daughter to Virginia Maria
de Assis (HK) & Graham Warwick
Lego (Australia)
Daughter to Amy Elissa Lego
(Australia) & Stephen William
Earnshaw (Australia)
Terese, Congratulations on the birth of your
lovely great granddaughter Hazel. WOW
how lovely - four generations and a
wonderful addition to your family.
Editor

Speedy Recovery
Mary Rigby

We wish our Casa
Secretary, Mary Rigby, a speedy
recovery after her recent knee
reconstruction surgery. Best wishes
for a speedy recovery Mary.

Robert Oales

A message from Robert and Antonia
Olaes
Greetings to all! We are pleased to
advise that although the massive
brain haemorrhage in late
November 2020 was a very close
call and Robert was destined for a
rapid decline in 24 hours and pass
in ICU, with his amazing effort to
survive combined with all the
strong prayers and support, we’re
blessed with more time to enjoy
life. From the beginning, we were
told that it will be a very long
journey and there may not be a
total recovery.

to being very positive.
We send our love, best wishes and
regards to everyone.

News from Queensland

Although our Queensland members
were not able to celebrate Chinese
New Year this year because of
Covid, we are all looking forward to
catching up for Dia Sao Joao. We
are planning to have our function
on June 27, 2021 at the Sofitel
Brisbane. Save the date.

News from Canberra
15 Casa Canberra members enjoyed
a covid free Chinese lunch together
on Friday 12 February, Chinese New
Year’s Day.
Sorry we didn’t get a photo of us
sitting around tables at the event.
Luiz Ribeiro
A good time was had by all
Editor

Kia Ora ….

Robert on Christmas Day 2020 and one one of our
many walks around the hospital wards

However, all the physiotherapies
and occupational therapies are
helping with the physical and
cognitive journey to adjustments
back to the best health possible,
which is even more intensive and
ongoing since departing from
hospital on 11th January 2021 until
end of March. Robert sometimes
feels like he’s just back
from battle fields, but nonetheless
we are both coping with challenges
as best we can. Anyway, the photos
will attempt to paint a rosy picture
of the situation as we always like to
hang on

hmmmm … guess what
this is????

Greetings to our New Zealand
members.
Hello and Welcome to our members
In New Zealand. Like Australia, they
are spread far and wide. There are
members in Auckland, Tauranga,
and long standing members Trish
Rigby and her partner Calvin Coulter
in Dunedin. Recently Louise
Keenihan, Quito Assumpcao’s
daughter and family have moved to
Auckland. Hello to Aldevina SouzaCarroll and Peter, as well as their
daughter Isabela in Auckland, and
Eduardo and Irene Xavier in
Tauranga who moved from
Brisbane last year. Kia Ora

Wishing you all
a safe and
Happy Easter

Keep reading!!! See back page.

Interesting
Fact
It is a scientific fact
that an average
person blinks 25 times
per minute. Each
blink lasts 1.25
seconds. If you drive
somewhere for 10
hours at 80km per
hour, you would be
driving for 80kms of
that trip with your
eyes closed.

Thank you Mr Internet

2020 Australia’s Young
Historian of the Year
Brio Dos Santos-Lee is a junior
member of Casa de Macau
Australia. On 3 December 2020, she
was named Australia’s “National
Young Historian of the Year”.
A talented Year 10 student from
Sydney has taken out Australia’s
most prestigious history award for
school students at the National
History Challenge awards.
The 2020 National Young Historian
of the Year is Brio Dos Santos-Lee
from Sydney Girls High School.

The Minister for Decentralisation
and Regional Education, Andrew
Gee, said this year’s competition
was fierce, with more than 7,000
entries from more than 600 schools
across Australia.
“The year 2020 has been one of the
most eventful in recent history,
with the bushfires, drought and
COVID-19 pandemic disrupting
many aspects of everyday student
life,” Minister Gee said.
“I am glad to see the challenges of
this year have not impacted on
students’ enthusiasm for history.
The theme for this year’s
competition was “Contested
Histories”, and Brio’s project titled,
“Veneration or Vandalism?”
explored the significance of
historical monuments, focussing on
the Captain Cook statue in Hyde
Park Sydney, which has been

contentiously defaced by graffiti a
number of times in recent years.
With 2020 marking the 250th
anniversary of the Cook landing, her
project is a timely reflection on how
this contested history brings into
question what Australia’s “national
story and national identity should
be”. As contested histories question
and revisit the past, they have the
power to shine a light on “prior
injustices and present-day
concerns”, Brio says. And in this
way, it demonstrates that history is
not just the past, but alive and
happening all around us, right now.
Minister Gee noted that “This
challenge has allowed aspiring
young historians to broaden their
understanding of people, societies
and culture, and of how we came to
live in the world we do today.
“I congratulate all of the students
who participated in this year’s
National History Challenge. History
forms a vital part of Australia’s
unique culture and I encourage you
to continue pursuing your interest
in investigating the past.”

2021 Bursary Applications
Are you undertaking tertiary
studies in 2021?
Are you a voting member of the
Casa de Macau – Australia
(Member of Macanese decent)?
Have you been a member of the
Casa de Macau – Australia for 2
or more years??
If you answered yes to all of the
above questions you may be
eligible for a bursary from Casa
de Macau – Australia.
For an information package and
application form contact Mary
Rigby at
rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au.
Applications close1st April 2021

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
2021
(Note: the full media release from
Minister Gee can be found at:
https://ministers.dese.gov.au/.../au
stralias-young...
More information on the National
History Challenge competition can
be found at:
http://www.htansw.asn.au/national
-history-challenge
and http://historychallenge.org.au/
)

In light of COVID-19 and the nonexistence of activities for 2020, the
Committee has agreed unanimously
that subscriptions for membership
will be waived for 2021 for all
current financial members as at 31
December 2020.
If you have any changes to your
contact details (address, phone
number & email) please let the
Secretary Mary Rigby know on
rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au

A worthy Cause ….
Everyone I know has been affected by
breast cancer. Directly. Indirectly. It's a
devastating diagnosis and anything we
can do to inch closer to a cure is worth
doing. Which is why I need your help!
This March I am taking on the 55
Squat Challenge in support of the 55
Australians diagnosed with breast
cancer every day in Australia and
raising funds for breast cancer
research to help change the
stats. YOU can make a difference
helping the National Breast Cancer
Foundation step closer to their goal:
zero deaths from breast cancer by
2030.
Breast cancer is the most commonly
diagnosed cancer in Australia. Almost
20,000 women and men will be
diagnosed this year. That’s 55
Australians every single day.
Since NBCF’s inception in 1994, the
five-year survival rate for breast cancer
has increased from 76% to 91%. It’s
proof that their strategy of investing in
world-class research is working.
However 8 women still lose their lives
from breast cancer each day –
mothers, daughters, sisters, aunts and
friends.
Every little bit counts.
https://fundraise.nbcf.org.au/fundrais
ers/samanthawan/the-55-squatchallenge

Best regards,
Samantha Wan
(Maureen Wan's 'other' southern daughter)

Macao A success Story
With thanks from our friends in Canada

In case you have not seen this video. It
is truly well filmed and presented. The
drone footage of Macao is super. Great
marketing for Macao tourism but
perhaps also a little projection of
China’s soft power
Still very enjoyable viewing for us with
roots to the city..... The video was
broadcast on Canadian TV recently.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvp_SQ_XcY
Macao - A success story (Celebrations
abroad of the 20 years of the Macao
SAR) . www.youtube.com
IIM Instituto Internacional de Macau
澳門國際研究所
The celebrations of the 20th
Anniversary of Macau as a Special
Administrative Region, despite the
pandemic situation in which some of
the countries live, have been held
abroad by the International Institute of
Macau (IIM). The English version of
this video, with a longer duration due
to additional interviews by Florita
Alves, Miguel de Senna Fernandes and
Joe Liu, presented by the well-known
artist Giulio Acconci, was just recently
broadcast across Canada on television.
The video is focused on cultural,
tourist, economic, social, architectural
aspects, etc., revealing the state of
progress and development of Macau.
The initiative obtained the
collaboration of Club Amigu di Macau
(Toronto) and the sponsorship of the
Macau Foundation. Both videos
(Cantonese and English) can now be

viewed on IIM digital platforms. It is
recalled that the IIM had recently
placed on these platforms a series of
twenty videos specifically sent to
prepare to celebrate the twenty years
of the MSAR. The videos, with an
average duration of about 3 minutes
each, portray the state of evolution
and progress of Macao over the past
twenty years and are spread over
different themes, as well as the years
of Macao SAR, ranging from Heritage
to Science, from Education to Creative
Industries, through the Environment
and Connections to Lusophone
Countries. A collection of around 100
photographs was also inserted in two
places, which was to be displayed in
various countries by the respective
Houses of Macao (Casas de Macau),
abroad, as was done in the previous
period, during the 10th and 15th Years
of the Macao SAR.
The exhibition can now be visited
virtually through the IIM website
(www.iimacau.org.mo), since the 20th
of August for a period of 12 months.
Following this initiative, the Hong Kong
Lusitano Club has promoted on the
23rd of December, in its recently
renovated facilities, a celebration
program, consisting of a photo
exhibition, with access to the
respective videos, distribution of
commemorative books and
gastronomic showcase of Macanese
cuisine, co-organized with IIM and
sponsored by the Macau Foundation.
Links -----[1]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvp_SQ_XcY
[2] http://www.youtube.com
[3]
https://www.youtube.com/channel/U
CuXZU_GgLp3FAvyJiErhOWw

4th February 2021 starts the New Solar
Year.
It is the 1st day of the New Feng Shui
Year of 2021 , the Year of the Metal Ox
The Feng Shui Year does not follow the
Chinese Lunar New Year which starts
on Friday 12th February 2021.
The locations of the Annual Flying Stars
will be in their new sectors and above
is the map of their new locations.
Some of the Flying Stars are more
challenging depending on the
influence it has on the Natal Flying
Stars in your home. The most negative
influences to watch out for is the
Annual 5, the Star of Peril in the South
East sector, Annual 2, the Star of
Illness in the North and Annual 3, the
Argument Star in the South West.
So wherever these Stars land on your
property, they will exert some
negativity. In order to deplete their
strength place Metal in the South-East
and the North. Salt Water cure is good
or some heavy Metal weights of up to
20kg will help depending on the area.
Candles or large red rug are good
remedies to deplete the negative
energy of the Annual 3 in the South
West.
Most importantly if your door is in the
South East this year be very wary,
avoid renovations and banging the
doors. Use another Entrance if
possible. If you do need to have
renovations, please contact me for a
specific range of dates to start the
project. Fees will apply

If you do need to, contact me and I can
give you a specific range of dates
As Annuals 1, 4 and 6 are fairly neutral related to your property to start the
and can exert positive energy. If you
digging. Fees will apply.
have someone having difficulties in
studies or up for exams, place them in
the Annual 1 in the South or Annual 4 CHINESE ASTROLOGY & PERSONAL
in the East.
LUCK: Predicting the influences of the
Annual 7 is negative so be serious
Year of the Ox on individual’s luck is
about your possessions if you have it
not practical as each one of us have 4
lying around in the North West as they Pillars in our Destiny, the Year, the
could be stolen. This is also a violent
Month, the Day and the Hour and the
Star so be careful about fights. Place a Ox may have an interaction with each
black floor rug if you think this is
of these Pillars. The majority of
happening too often around you or
predictions from the media cannot
just a large bowl of still water.
give you the full forecast without
Consider opening up the windows
knowing your chart. It is extremely
wherever the Annual 8 is as apart from generalized.
bringing favourable opportunities it
However one of the things that you do
has the ability to appease the negative need to watch out for is that it has a
Stars so exposing it to the rest of the
very negative influence for anyone
house is very useful.
who has a Goat (born after 4th Feb
Finally we come to the Annual 9. This 1931, 1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991,
Star is slowly coming to be of the most 2003 and 2015) in their chart. If the
influence as Period 9 is emerging as
Goat is in your Year it affects your
the new Ruler for the next 20 years
general luck and you may not have a
starting from 2024. This Star brings
smooth Year and may even bring up
happiness, inspirations, good news and some health issues. If it is in your
events, and also tends to be spiritually Month then your focus in life may have
inclined so spending more time in the issues and may be your career as well.
North East especially if you are feeling In your Day Pillar it will be your Health,
down and depressed would be good. your foundation, your home and your
WORKING FROM HOME: If you are
spouse. If it clashes with your Hour
working from home, working in the
Pillar then your children, career and
areas where the good stars are is
your dreams may have some issues
encouraged. Annual 8 may give you
this year.
better opportunities, Annual 6 for
For a remedy to combat the ill effects
getting things done or pushing for
of the Ox, I usually recommend a blood
promotion but you will have to work
donation, dental cleaning, a donation
hard though, Annual 4 for more
to a charity or a visit to a Taoist
creativity and learning new skills,
Temple to appease the Grand Duke of
Annual 1 if you are looking for
the Year if you are so inclined.
someone to give you a hand or help
I upgrade my skills to keep up with the
with a project.
latest Feng Shui knowledge and
DIGGING AND RENOVATIONS: In
applications every year even though I
addition there are locations outside of have been given the title of Master 3
your property that you should avoid
years ago, so if you need a refresher
any digging and renovations. The
on the energies of your house please
direction is the location of the Grand
feel free to contact me.
Duke which is in North East 1 between Wishing you a long life and great
22.6°and 37.5°. The same applies to
prosperity
Master Lizette Akouri
the opposite direction which is in
International Feng Shui Master
South West 1 between 202.6°and
www.creativefengshui.com.au
217.5°as stirring the ground may bring
0400 664 778
serious health and wealth issues.
A big thank you to Lizette Akouri for sharing this
Another location to avoid is the East
for our newsletter
sector.

like the silver threepences in our
Christmas pudding!!! Ha Ha

Whole chickenA whole bird is a

symbol of celebration — chickens and
ducks are usually used to lay eggs, and
to feast on them in the Lunar New Year
feast is symbolic of happier times and
togetherness, a sharing of something
special and delicious. A whole chicken Flowers
Flowers and fruits hold special
complete with head and feet at a
significance during CNY. Orchids
banquet also "generally refers to the
Chinese New Year
represent fertility and Abundance.
reunion of the family"
Kung Hei Fat Choi
Peach blossoms represent Prosperity
and Growth.
Unfortunatley due to COVID
Potted shrubs are ideal for indoor
restrictions we missed having our
decorations during Chinese New Year.
usual celebrations. However .. with the
They represent 'the lucky tree bearing
help of internet …here's some
fruits'.
.
interesting cultural beliefs around
some of the 'lucky' Chinese New Year
Longevity noodles These are
dishes. Most of these we are aware of
hand-pulled noodles, the longer they
but it is a bit of fun just remembering. Spring rolls
are the better. Noodles represent long
The golden fried spring roll casing is
life, so the longer the noodle, the
also wrapped in cultural significance.
Whole fish
longer your life will be. Longevity,
A whole fish is a traditional must have The golden colour of the wrapper
harmony and prosperity are pillars of
signifies welcoming gold into your
at the celebrations, signifying
Chinese culture, and noodles are a
"abundance and luxury”. It represents home. Resembling gold bars, they also symbol of this."
symbolise wealth.
prosperity and the meaning “year to
year with surplus and excess, and food
Fruit
to be enjoyed by all."
"Mandarins, tangerines, peaches,
Glutinous rice cake (CNY
The word "surplus" in mandarin
oranges are generally served at the
cake) The sticky rice cakes are
sounds like the word fish. So as is
end of the meal and also given to
known as Nian Gao.
tradition, any fish leftovers are to be
"'Nian” translates to 'year', which is a friends or relatives to bring good luck.
eaten the following day. to symbolise
Fruit is a symbol of abundance and
homophone for the word for 'sticky'.
"surplus" being carried forward into
And 'Gao' loosely means 'higher up', so sweetness in the new year ad of
the new year. Fish scales are also
when said aloud, 'nian gao' is meant to fertility and sharing." The orange looks
symbolic of coins, thus prosperity. So,
signal higher success in the new year. like the sun and is aligned with the
fish swimming forward represents
yang (positive) principle, thus being a
"Nian gao is served either sweet or
progress and is a staple at any Chinese
highly auspicious symbol of abundance
savoury, wrapped in red paper
banqet.
and happiness.
sometimes and is supposed to bring
high success.

Dumplings

Sweet rice balls

Dumplings are a symbol of gold, and
the eating brings wealth and goodness
for the coming year. They are often in
the shape of ancient Chinese gold
ingots and purses, so signify money.
In some households, people hide coins
inside the dumplings, and any lucky
coin recipient is bestowed the gift of
luck and prosperity for the year. Just

Yum Yum …now we’re talking ha ha..
tong yuen…a favourite with most of us
…These sweet morsels are often
served on the last day of the Lunar
New Year celebrations.
"As they are formed into little balls,
they are associated with reunion and
being together with your family. They
can contain a number of fillings.
Usually sweet sesame or red bean
paste. Or sesame and deep-fried."

It is traditional to place mandarin
oranges along with a red envelope
next to children's pillows in every
Chinese household to bring them good
fortune. These are also placed in the
family's rice container to bring good
blessings to the family as well as for
gifting.

Remembering
Loved Ones
Maria Vieira
Maria Luisa Vieira passed away
peacefully on January 14th, 2021,
aged 93. Devoted wife of Frederico
(deceased), and loving mother of
Sunti, Joe, Mimi, Michael, Tom
(deceased) and Eugene. Marie was
a teacher at St. Theresa’s school in
Kowloon Tong for over 30 years.
She chose to teach Kindergarten
because she believed if the children
got a strong foundation, it would
give them a good start in life.
Shortly after the family migrated
from Hong Kong to Brisbane in
1978, Marie worked part time as an
interpreter for migrant services. She

Carolina Augustina
Braga
Stuart Braga
My cousin Mariazinha rang to tell me
that Carol Braga had just died in San
Francisco (11 January 2021).. She had
been in declining health for some time,
and had been in and out of hospital. Her
passing is a merciful release; she was
94.
Carol’s career as a doctor was most
distinguished, and she is held in honour
by a great many people. Some years
ago, I was asked to write a short sketch
of her life for the immense genealogy of
the Macanese people called Familias
Macaenses. I was only too pleased to
write this, and Carol herself made a few
comments and corrections. In no way
did she seek to magnify her
achievements; there was no need to do
that.
I thought you would like to read this
tribute to a person who was in my view
easily the most distinguished member of
a family of high achievers.
We pray for those who are bereaved
Mariazhina, Angela, Chico, and Zeca
(Joe Braga).

was sent all over Brisbane and Fred
used to drive while she navigated.
They would joke that it was a great
way to explore their new home.
Fred and Marie enjoyed many little

Carolina Augustina Braga
The eldest child of Jack and Augusta
Braga, Carol was born on 3 August
1926, her grandfather’s 55th
birthday. This link gave them a
special bond. 1926 saw the
beginning of JP Braga’s distinguished
public career in Hong Kong; his
eldest son, Jack Braga, and his eldest
granddaughter Carol also had
distinguished careers. She has been
a blessing to thousands of people in
a medical career that has lasted
more than sixty years.
From the age of five she set her
heart on a career in medicine, which
in the dark days of World War II
seemed out of the question, but she
received much encouragement from
her parents to achieve what seemed
impossible. When Hong Kong
University reopened after the
devastation caused by war, she was
granted a Donor’s Scholarship,
funded by the prominent

adventures together, driving the
whole east coast of Australia, from
Cairns to Adelaide, stopping along
the way to catch up with family and
friends. Having a great love of life,
people and parties, Marie
volunteered to be the first
Queensland rep for Casa de Macau,
a role she really enjoyed. Most of
all, she loved children and nothing
gave her more joy than the arrival
of her 12 grandchildren and 15
great grandchildren (with another 2
on the way). She will be greatly
missed but will live on in her
family’s hearts.

businessman, Sir Robert Ho Tung.
In his many acts of well-directed
philanthropy, Ho Tung’s money
was never spent more wisely than
on this occasion. From the
beginning Carol showed great
promise. She graduated in 1952,
then serving her residency at the
University of Hong Kong. More
than half a century later, staff
members and patients recalled her
with affection and deep respect.
Her proficiency in Cantonese was a
great advantage in her care of
patients. She had the highest
standards in everything and her
insistence on absolute cleanliness
brought an end to bacteraemic
shock which had caused several
post-natal deaths. Fifty years later,
Professor Kin Hung Lee recalled, ‘Dr
Braga is a devoted Catholic and
goes to Mass daily’. Carol has
always maintained that her
Christian faith is the mainspring of
her medical career.

Carolina Augustina Braga
Carol spent two years in London
studying for Membership of the
Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists. She became a
Fellow, by election, of the College in
1967. Having secured the essential
qualification of MRCOG, she held
the position of Lecturer, then Senior
Lecturer in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the
University of Hong Kong from 1964
to 1969. Emigrating to the USA in
1969, she was appointed Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology,
University of California - San
Francisco. She rose steadily through
the ranks, becoming Clinical
Professor in the Department of
Obstetrics, Gynecology &
Reproductive Sciences in 1987. She
was voted by the graduating class
to be one of the ten best teachers
for three consecutive years at the
commencement ceremony. She
retired from UCSF in 1991, and
continued to use her great skills and
vast experience for the benefit of
others, particularly at the Hospice
by the Bay, where she had long
been a member of the Board. In
addition, she now became a key
figure in the hospice’s work of
palliative care as Medical Director.
She continued as Consultant in
Gynecology in the university’s
Student Health Service.
In more than twenty years at UCSF
she became a significant leader in
her field of women’s health, not
only in obstetrics, but in a wide
variety of women’s health issues,
especially cervical cancer. She had a
busy round of teaching, clinical
work, research and publications. In
most of these she was a valued
collaborator with others. She served
on numerous committees, and
became a Fellow (FACOG) of the
American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists. Most
importantly, she became known as
a very caring and expert clinician.
than twenty years was Director of

She founded, and then for more
than 20 years was Director of the
Dysplasia Clinic of the San Francisco
General Hospital. For many years
she supervised a large referral
service of the rare condition
Gestational Trophoblastic
Neoplasia, a rare form of placental
cancer. Her list of published papers
exceeds twenty, and she was a
member over the years of
seventeen professional, scientific
and community organisations.
Public recognition of her
outstanding career came in the
form of the Distinguished
Achievement Award given to Carol
by the National Women’s Political
Caucus in 1990. She was one of only
six to receive this high honour. In
accepting it, Carol reflected on her
remarkable life’s journey. She
observed that ‘in the little
Portuguese colony of Macao, girls
were raised to be wives and
mothers, to be caregivers and not
to think of medical school.’ She paid
tribute to her father. She said, ‘I
have him to thank for his
encouragement as I grew up. I was
liberated and didn’t know it. It was
at his lap that I learned the qualities
of love, generosity and care that
cannot be measured.’ They were
qualities that Carol then gave to her
colleagues and patients throughout
her dedicated service to women’s
health. Moreover, the same
qualities were seen in the devoted
care she gave to her parents for
many years as sole carer in their old
age, and to the loving leadership of
her family for several decades as its
senior member. She has had for
many years a major role in the
Catholic parish of St Cecilia, San
Francisco, especially in the care of
women and in leading and
organising Bible studies.
Stuart Braga

Macanese food celebrity
Aida de Jesus dies at age
105

The ‘Godmother of Macanese Cuisine’, who
founded the iconic Rickshaw restaurant,
passed away peacefully in hospital on
17 March 2021.

Dona Aida de Jesus

Dona Aida one of the strongest
influences on the city’s gastronomy
over the past half century. Known
as the ‘Godmother of Macanese
Cuisine’, Dona Aida founded
Riquexó – “Rickshaw” in English – in
the 1980s. It became recognised as
a bastion of all that was traditional
about Macanese cuisine.
Dona Aida, was also one of the last
custodians of the Macanese patuá
dialect practicising it wherever she
could. As a young girl, Donna Aida
spoke Patua with her grandmother
at home. Today, only a few people
speak the critically endangered
creole language.
Dona Aida died at the Conde de São
Januário Hospital Centre.and is
survived by her daughters Sónia and
Carolina and her son Manuel
António and her grandchildren, who
all loved and cared for the beloved
matriach in her declining years.
Much of Dona Aida’s life was
involved with the culinary world,
starting her career in the kitchens of
Hotel Lisboa and the Sintra Hotel.
Dona Aida was a modest and simple
lady, with a permanent smile and
keen sense of humour and an iron
personality when needed. Dona
Aida was a housewife who
influenced Macanese cuisine, to the
point of it becoming her symbol.
Dona Aida saw all the changes in
Macao, its people, customs and
ways of life during the century of
her life. Dona Aida left a handful of
talented people with the tough task
of continuing [the tradition of]
Macanese gastronomy.

Bursary Recipients 2020
Eden Smeath
st

1 year of her bursary
Eden is doing a Bachelor of
Cognitive Development and Brain
Sciences alongside Bachelor of
Psychology at Macquarie University
Eden’s parents are Anabela Maria
(de Assis) and John Bryan Smeath
and her grandparents are Teresa
and Aureliano de Assis

Claudia Remedios
1st year of her bursary.
Claudia is doing a Bachelor of
Business at the University of
Technology Sydney.
Claudia’s parents are Kristin and
John Remedios and her
grandparents are Rosario Maria
(Charito) and the late Carlos
Remedios

Alexandra Churchin

1st year of her bursary
Alexandra is doing a Bachelor of
Design Computing at University of
Sydney
Alexandra’s parents are Jeannette
and David Churchin, Her
grandparents are Therese and
Alvaro Alonco

Left to right Therese, Alexandra, Aiden,
Joshua, Dominique, Alvaro

Dominique Churchin

1st year of her bursary.
Dominique is doing a Bachelor of
Occupation Therapy at the
Australian Catholic University
Dominique’s parents are Jeannette
and David Churchin, Her
grandparents are Therese and
Alvaro Alonco

Pico Dos Santos-Lee
1st year of his bursary.
Pico is doing a Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Law (Double degree)
and the Dalyell Scholars Program at
the University of Sydney.
Pico’s parents are Maria Dos
Santos-Lee and Michael Lee and
he is the grandson of Alfredo and
Teresa Dos Santos.

Tyler Frazer-Rigg:
3rd year of his bursary
Tyler is studying for a Bachelor of
Psychology (Honours) at the
University of Wollongong.
Tyler’s mother is Nicole Rigg and his
grandparents are Isabela and Peter
Rigg.

Liam Minehan
2nd year of his bursary.
Liam is doing Bachelor of
Engineering course at University of
Wollongong.
Liam’s parents are Michael and
Antoinette Minehan and his
maternal grandparents are Pat and
Tony dos Santos. His paternal
grandparents are Judy and John
Minehan
Sabrina Dulce Lichtenstein
2nd year of her bursary.
Sabrina is doing a Bachelor of
Nursing and Business at the Australia
Catholic University
Her Mother: Nina Lichtenstein,
previously. Maria Teresa Gomes de
Senna Fernandes and her father is
Gary Lichtenstein
Paternal grandfather: Joao Manuel
Rodrigues de Senna Fernandes
Stephanie Keenihan
2nd year of her bursary.
Stephanie is studying for a Bachelor
of Commerce at the University of
Adelaide.
Stephanie’s parents are Louise and
Paul Keenihan. Her grandfather is
Henrique d’Assumpcao
Willamina Basto
2nd year of her bursary.
Willamina is studying for a Bachelor
of Arts at the University of Sydney
Willamina’s father is Brendan Basto
and her grandparents are Olivia and
Antonio Basto

2021 Bursary Applications
rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au.
Applications close1st April 2021

Hmmm … what is
this?????

Did you guess it is a perfectly
boiled egg????
If this were served to you in a
Chinese restaurant would you
complain?? Would you think it was
a saltedegg (haam daan?)…..
Well it was served at a Chinese
Banquet and it WAS delicious.
This was one of the most
delightful desserts I have ever
tasted. It is made of Chinese
white jelly and the yolk was a
piece of rockmelon. Rumour has it
the chef actually makes these
using real egg shells to shape
them. PS The Chef would not let
us have the recipe.
Rosanna/Editor

Macanese Geneology Site
Visit our new Casa de
Macau website:
A very big thank you to
Maria dos Santos Lee
for the wonderful design of our new
website and
transition to the new site.
casademacau.org.au

In 2000 Prof. Henrique
d’Assumpção from Adelaide in
South Australia began an English
language database of Macanese
families, with names, births,
marriages, deaths, based mainly
on Dr Forjaz’s books but
supplemented by contributions
from over 700 people around
the world. Prof. d’Assumpção
has created and maintains an
archive of Macanese genealogy,
culture and history that is
accessible via his restricted
website:
http://macanesefamilies.com/

Macau Cultural Centre
Contact Details

AUSTRALIAN CASA NEWS
We want to hear more news from
all the members of the Casa across
Australia. What are our members
doing? Who is celebrating,
weddings, babies, birthdays (major
ones), remembering favourite
festivals and how they were
celebrated – then and now.
Stories of your family time in
Macao, Portugal or Hong Kong.
Please send your stories tor
info@casademacau.org.au
Next newsletter is June 2021.
Deadline for articles is
24 May .2021

Thank you to all the contributors to
this newsletter

Enquiries
Our email address is:
info casademacau.org.au
Email Us

Please note: We are restructuring
the private Macanese Families
website to make improvements and
tighten security. As a consequence,
people who had previously
registered in the old system will
have to change to a strong
password in the new system. We
regret the inconvenience this will
cause.

Cultural Centre Address
244 Unwins Bridge Road
SYDENHAM (Sydney, Australia)

This is a wonderful gift to the
community and is much
appreciated.

Postal Address
Casa de Macau Inc. Australia
P O Box A908
SYDNEY SOUTH NSW 1235

Voting members, who have not
already done so, are encouraged
to register and visit this
restricted website which has
more than 65,000 names, many
interesting facts and stories of
our community, gathered from
contributors around the world,
as well as recipes and audio
recording of our unique Patuá
language. We are sure you will
find the experience enjoyable
and even educational.

